
Tenancy deposit options 
available for our landlords



Standard cash deposit
It is usual practice for a landlord to request a security
deposit from their tenant, (for Assured Shorthold
Tenancies) which must be logged in a Registered Deposit
Scheme, such as the TDS or DPS.

From 1 June 2019, the majority of tenancy deposits were
capped at 5 weeks' rent.*

The deposit moey is held in a ring-fenced 'deposit client
account' until the end of the tenancy, when it CAN be
used to repay any owed rent, delapidations (above fair
wear & tear) if agreed by the tenant, or an independent
arbitrator.

6 weeks rent as deposit where the tenancy rent exceeds £50,000 pa



Standard cash deposit
It is worth remembering, that if you are unlucky and
have a "bad tenant" it is commonly known that the
last months' rent will not be paid....

So, in our area where the average monthly rent is
approximately £1200, and if the tenant leaves
without paying the last months' rent, you will only
have £185 remaining from the 5 week* deposit held,
to cover any dilapidation or repairs! 

It is NOT A LOT!  So we have some alternatives to
offer you.

6 weeks rent as deposit where the tenancy rent exceeds £50,000 pa



What is a no deposit option and why should it be considered?

Removing the need to find a large deposit increases the
pool of potential tenants for your property. 
Not having to wait for a deposit means it should take less
time to move the tenant into the property. 
It would mean fewer void periods as this option makes it
easier to check the tenant out at the end of the tenancy. 

Deposit free renting comes in many forms, the one that we
work with is called flatfair who effectively "buy" the liability of
the tenant to pay the deposit, meaning there is no risk to you,
the landlord!

Some of the advantages of using a NDO:

There is also an argument that the insurance aspect of the
no deposit schemes gives the landlord greater financial
protection than the traditional deposit.

Another important point to note is that just over £5.2 billion
is held via tenancy authorised schemes* - the average
tenancy deposit was calcualted at £1,139. 

Had this £5.2 billion been in circulation, it could have been
used for investment in business, property or support
services, improving our economy.

It is also a fairer option, for longer term tenants to move
from one property to their next home, without doubling up
on the deposit sum for their second home, whilst awaiting
the return from their first rental.  

As at 31 dec 2019



Landlords: You can ask your tenant for 6 weeks of protection, instead
of the usual 5 weeks from a traditional cash deposit using the flatfair
agreement option.

If the tenant agrees then flatfair will charge them a premium in order
to purchase their liability to pay for any rent arrears at the end of the
tenancy - up to 6 weeks.  A clause to this effect will then be added to
the tenancy agreement and at the end of the tenancy, flatfair will pay
you any rent arrears within 10 working days of amounts being agreed.

Secure Speedy Flexible

All about the deposit replacement scheme

TENANT PRICE FOR THIS SERVICE:
One weeks rent + VAT 

split across the household

LANDLORD PRICE FOR THIS
SERVICE:

£0



https://uk.trustpilot.com/review/flatfair.co.uk?utm_medium=trustbox&utm_source=Mini


For additional peace of mind, you can boost your rental
security with up to six extra weeks of protection and get
back costs for any damages or delapidations, the next day
after charges are agreed. 

The best bit? 
Boost can be used on top of a tenant’s traditional deposit,
the Goodlord No Deposit option or with flatfair’s No Deposit
solution. 

Secure Speedy Flexible

And you can add a boost

LANDLORD PRICE FOR THIS SERVICE:
1.5% of a months rent + VAT every month





Partner with us, 
and never have to worry

www.ashingtonpage.co.uk


